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The year 2018 may be remembered as a turning point for US trade policy and
the international trading system. The Trump administration took several
unilateral trade actions, including the imposition of global “national security”
tariffs and quotas on steel and aluminum and of punitive tariffs on nearly half
of all Chinese imports as retaliation for that country’s commercial and trade
policies. Responsive actions followed in many countries, leading to an
unprecedented level of national trade barriers and disputes in the modern
“WTO” era. The measures and countermeasures have not only disrupted
global supply chains and heightened uncertainty for business, but also have
raised doubts about the United States’ commitment to the multilateral system
and the WTO’s continued ability to serve as a negotiating forum and arbiter of
disputes.
The uncertainty is likely to persist in 2019. Approval by the US Congress of the agreement to replace the
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) is in question. US “national security” tariffs on automotive
goods, potentially dwarfing those now on steel and aluminum, could hinge on the rapid conclusion of bilateral
agreements with the EU and Japan, neither of which will be easy. The United States and China have entered
negotiations aimed at resolving their ongoing trade dispute, but many doubt whether an enduring solution to
fundamental economic and geopolitical differences is possible. Moreover, the WTO Dispute Settlement Body
will deal with several high-profile disputes revolving around the sensitive issue of national security, and the
Appellate Body could cease to function soon unless demands for reform (especially from the United States)
are met. Given the magnitude of these issues, 2019 promises to be another important year for US trade policy
and the multilateral trading system. Though the year begins without many clear answers, this report assesses
how these and other important trade issues may develop over the coming year.

US-China Trade Dispute
The ongoing trade dispute between the United States and China is one of the most important issues on the
2019 US trade agenda, with implications for businesses, governments, and supply chains around the world.
Prompted by the United States’ unilateral imposition of tariffs on Chinese imports under Section 301 of the
Trade Act of 1974—purportedly in response to China’s alleged unfair practices regarding intellectual property
protection and forced technology transfer—the two countries in 2018 implemented a series of “tit-for-tat” tariff
actions that now cover approximately US$360 billion in annual bilateral trade. On December 1, 2018, the
sides agreed to begin negotiations aimed at resolving some of the United States’ concerns about China’s
trade and industrial policies and averting further tariff increases. The United States set a deadline of March 1,
2019 for the negotiations—allowing for only 90 days of discussion—and has stated that, absent a satisfactory
outcome, it will immediately increase to 25 percent the current 10 percent duty rate on approximately US$200

billion in annual Chinese imports into the United States. (Another US$50 billion is already subject to additional
25 percent duties.)
There have been signs of incremental progress on some issues covered by the bilateral negotiations, but
progress on structural reforms to China’s trade and industrial policies – a demand emphasized by some US
officials such as US Trade Representative (USTR) Robert Lighthizer – remains unclear. China has offered the
following concessions since the start of the negotiations:
•

“Good faith” concessions. At the outset of the negotiations, China announced minor “good faith”
concessions on market access for automotive goods, purchases of US soybeans and corn, intellectual
property rights enforcement, and the “Made in China 2025” industrial policy, but many details regarding
these actions remain unclear. US and Chinese officials also are discussing the possibility of reopening the
Chinese market to US chicken exports.

•

Long-term goods purchases. China reportedly has offered to increase purchases of US goods –
including energy and agricultural products – by more than US$1 trillion over a six-year period, with the
goal of eliminating the US trade deficit with China by 2024. Experts have expressed doubt that this target
is achievable, noting that US exporters may be unable to meet such a large and sudden increase in
demand. However, observers speculate that the proposal may be appealing to the Trump administration,
which has emphasized trade deficit reduction as a central goal of its trade policy.

•

Structural reforms. China’s National People’s Congress (NPC) on December 26, 2018, released a draft
Foreign Investment Law that purports to facilitate various structural reforms sought by the United States,
including a prohibition on forced technology transfers, protection of the intellectual property rights of
foreign investors, and national treatment of foreign investors. The NPC is expected to approve the law
during a session scheduled to open on March 5. However, observers have noted that the current draft law
consists largely of broad, aspirational policy statements, and that China’s plans for implementing and
enforcing the proposed law remain unclear. China has not publicly announced any other proposed
structural reforms.

The United States and China held a high-level negotiating round in Washington from January 30 –31, led by
Chinese Vice Premier Liu He and USTR Lighthizer. Following the meeting, USTR Lighthizer indicated that the
talks had focused primarily on structural issues and that the two sides “did make progress on a variety of key
issues”, but he declined to elaborate on specific areas of progress and noted that “there’s a lot more to be
done”. 1 He further stated that “[a]t this point, it’s impossible for me to predict success. But we are in a place
where, if things work out, we could have that[.]” He also indicated that the two sides have only just begun
drafting a common negotiating document. The White House also issued a vague statement acknowledging
“progress” in the talks, but providing few details: “[t]he two sides showed a helpful willingness to engage on all
major issues, and the negotiating sessions featured productive and technical discussions on how to resolve
our differences. The United States is particularly focused on reaching meaningful commitments on structural
issues and deficit reduction. Both parties have agreed that any resolution will be fully enforceable. While
progress has been made, much work remains to be done.” The reaction of US business groups to the talks
has been mixed: they indicated that, while the sides have made progress on market access, intellectual
property enforcement, and other issues (e.g., electronic payments), China has not offered substantive
concessions on structural issues such as technology transfers and industrial subsidies.
Some observers speculate that the Trump administration, motivated by recent declines in the US financial
markets, has recently become more amenable to an agreement that would avert further escalation of the USChina trade dispute. The recent announcement that USTR Lighthizer and Secretary Mnuchin will visit China
for further talks in mid-February also has been viewed as a positive signal. However, the Trump administration
1

A White House statement on the meeting said that the sides discussed, among other things: “(1) the ways in which
United States companies are pressured to transfer technology to Chinese companies; (2) the need for stronger
protection and enforcement of intellectual property rights in China; (3) the numerous tariff and non-tariff barriers faced
by United States companies in China; (4) the harm resulting from China’s cyber-theft of United States commercial
property; (5) how market-distorting forces, including subsidies and state-owned enterprises, can lead to excess
capacity; (6) the need to remove market barriers and tariffs that limit United States sales of manufactured goods,
services, and agriculture to China; and (7) the role of currencies in the United States–China trading relationship. The
two sides also discussed the need to reduce the enormous and growing trade deficit that the United States has with
China.”
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has not elaborated on the specific outcomes it considers necessary for the negotiation to be successful,
beyond general statements (e.g., USTR Lighthizer’s statement that the United States seeks “structural
changes” (or “an agreement to have structural changes”) to the Chinese industrial policies covered by the
Section 301 investigation, as well as expanded market access for US goods). Moreover, while President
Trump has repeatedly expressed vague optimism regarding the bilateral talks, his deputies have long been
skeptical of China’s willingness to adhere to its promises and enact fundamental policy reforms in response to
pressure from the United States.
The outcome of the bilateral negotiations therefore is uncertain, but there are essentially three possible
scenarios:
•

No agreement by March 1. It is possible that the parties will fail to reach agreement by the March 1
deadline, the United States will refuse to extend the deadline further, and the US Section 301 tariffs on
“List 3” goods (worth approximately US$200 billion) will increase to 25 percent on March 2, as scheduled.
In this scenario, China would likely retaliate with additional tariffs on US goods (possibly in combination
with non-tariff measures), causing the trade dispute to escalate further in 2019. USTR Lighthizer has
stated that, should the tariff rate on List 3 goods increase to 25 percent, USTR will establish a product
exclusion process for goods on List 3, similar to the process it established for goods on Lists 1 and 2.

•

Extension of negotiations beyond March 1. The parties may fail to reach agreement by the March 1
deadline, but decide to extend the negotiations and refrain from any tariff increases while the negotiations
are ongoing, thus allowing the status quo to persist for weeks or even months. President Trump previously
has mentioned the possibility of extending the negotiations beyond the self-imposed March 1 deadline.
More recently, the Trump administration has emphasized that March 1 represents a “hard deadline,” but
this could simply be negotiating bluster.

•

Preliminary agreement by March 1. In a best-case scenario, the parties could reach a preliminary
agreement that postpones or cancels the tariff increase on List 3 goods in exchange for Chinese
concessions on market access and possibly structural issues. However, it is unclear how such an
agreement might be structured. For example, the United States might agree to postpone the tariff
increase, and to cancel it permanently only upon verifying that China has implemented all of its
commitments by a specific date. Alternatively – and given the complexity of the structural issues under
discussion – the United States could agree to postpone the tariff increase in exchange for some Chinese
commitments (e.g., on market access), and to cancel it entirely pending the outcome of further
negotiations on structural issues. Other arrangements are possible, but the United States is expected to
insist that any agreement must include a mechanism for verifying China’s implementation of, and
compliance with, its commitments thereunder.

Even in the best-case scenario described above, it is unclear whether the parties will take any action this year
to reduce or eliminate the existing Section 301 tariffs and Chinese retaliation, which presently cover US$250
billion and US$110 billion in annual trade, respectively. Neither party has publicly expressed openness to
doing so, and the US government’s statements on the negotiation only contemplate cancellation of the
planned tariff increase on List 3 goods. There is a strong chance, therefore, that trade restrictions between the
two countries will remain at their current levels in 2019, even if the current bilateral negotiations succeed in
producing an agreement.

US-Mexico-Canada Agreement (NAFTA 2.0)
One development welcomed by many pro-trade business groups and Members of Congress in 2018 was the
conclusion of the negotiations for a US-Mexico-Canada Agreement (USMCA) to replace NAFTA. Major US
business groups have expressed concerns about elements of the USMCA (including its limitations on
investor-state dispute settlement (ISDS) and restrictive rules of origin for automobiles), but have nonetheless
endorsed the Agreement and are seeking its approval in 2019, citing its preservation of duty-free trade among
the Parties and its modernized provisions on issues such as digital trade, intellectual property, and services. It
is expected that the Trump administration will submit legislation to implement the USMCA to Congress this
year and seek its approval under the expedited legislative procedures provided for in the Bipartisan
Congressional Trade Priorities and Accountability Act of 2015 (TPA). However, congressional approval of the
legislation is far from certain, and any vote could be delayed well into the autumn of 2019, if not later.
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Prospects for US Congressional Approval
Several factors will complicate the USMCA’s approval in 2019. First, it is unclear whether the Trump
administration can secure sufficient support for the USMCA among Democratic Members of Congress. Such
support will be particularly important in the House of Representatives, where approximately 20 Democratic
votes will be needed to pass the legislation, even if every Republican Member votes in its favor (which is not
guaranteed). 2 Despite efforts by USTR Lighthizer to address the priorities of certain Democratic lawmakers
and labor groups in the USMCA (e.g., on ISDS, automotive rules of origin, restrictions on Mexican trucking,
and labor provisions), reactions to the USMCA text among these stakeholders have been largely negative (or
at least skeptical):
•

Labor. Several of the largest US labor unions have stated that they cannot support the agreement in its
current form, and several others have declined to take a firm position while urging improvements to the
deal. The AFL-CIO stated that “[w]ithout major improvements, this supposed overhaul will prove to be
nothing more than a rebranded corporate handout. Any progress made by this deal is meaningless
without swift and certain enforcement tools to safeguard key labor protections. Real steps forward start
with changes in the text, comprehensive labor law reform from Mexico and a strong implementation bill
from the United States.” The United Autoworkers Union stated that “we are concerned the agreement as
currently written does not go far enough in addressing the US-Mexico auto and auto parts trade
imbalance,” and that “[w]e encourage all parties to go back to the bargaining table[.]” The International
Association of Machinists and Aerospace Workers stated that “NAFTA 2.0, as currently written, does not
represent the fair trade principles we continue to demand…unless major changes are made so that
outsourcing by corporations seeking Mexico’s suppressed labor costs are adequately addressed, the IAM
cannot support NAFTA 2.0.” The United Steelworkers Union and the International Brotherhood of
Teamsters also have issued statements suggesting that improvements, mostly relating to labor provisions
and their enforcement, would be required to earn their unions’ support of the USMCA.

•

Congressional Democrats. House Speaker Nancy Pelosi (D-CA) stated in December that “while there
are positive things in this proposed trade agreement, it is just a list without real enforcement of the labor
and environmental protections.” She did not commit to holding a vote on the USMCA in 2019, stating only
that “[w]orking with our Chairman Richard Neal through the auspices of the Ways & Means Committee,
we will be hosting meetings to brief Members on the provisions in the proposal and to hear from various
stakeholders as Members make their judgments.” Several other Democratic Members have expressed
similar concerns, including Members with relatively pro-trade voting records: Rep. Ron Kind (D-WI) stated
that “I continue to have serious questions for the Administration about the recently finalized USMCA
agreement…These issues include enforceability of labor and environmental standards[.]” Senate Finance
Committee Ranking Member Ron Wyden (D-OR) stated that “[w]hile there are elements of the revised
NAFTA agreement that are clear improvements over the status quo…I remain concerned about the
enforceability of the president’s deal.” He was particularly concerned with the lack of reforms to NAFTA’s
state-to-state dispute settlement system, which “is widely viewed as a failure since it enables a party to
block the establishment of a panel of experts who would adjudicate NAFTA trade disputes.” Without such
changes, Sen. Wyden questioned whether the new NAFTA obligations on labor rights and other issues
“can ever be effectively enforced.”
These and other concerns have led some Democratic Members – including Ways and Means Committee
Members – to call for further negotiations to amend the USMCA, or for the inclusion of unspecified
provisions on labor and enforcement in the USMCA implementing legislation. However, the current
Mexican administration has rejected the possibility of renegotiation: Luz María de la Mora, Mexico’s
Undersecretary of Economy, stated in late January that “[f]or us, this agreement is closed.” USTR
Lighthizer also reportedly has rejected the possibility of reopening the Agreement.

Given these reactions and broader political dynamics, it is unclear whether the Democratic leadership in the
House of Representatives will cooperate with the Trump administration’s efforts to approve the USMCA in its
current form by allowing a vote on the implementing legislation. Though the expedited legislative procedures
provided for by TPA require each chamber of Congress to hold a final vote on the implementing legislation
within a set time period (60 “in-session” days in the House), they operate as procedural rules of each
chamber, and each chamber retains the authority to modify or override the rules at any time.
2

By comparison, 28 House Democrats voted to grant Trade Promotion Authority to the Obama administration in 2015.
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Congressional override of TPA’s “fast track” process has a particularly noteworthy historical precedent: in
2008, during her previous term as House Speaker, Rep. Pelosi introduced a resolution that changed House
rules to specify that expedited legislative procedures would not apply to implementing legislation for the USColombia trade agreement. The House approved the resolution, and the agreement therefore stalled in
Congress even though it was submitted under the 2002 TPA law. The FTA was only approved years later
during the Obama administration. The USMCA could face a similar obstacle.
Furthermore, even assuming the USMCA implementing legislation receives a vote in 2019, its passage is
uncertain. In addition to the aforementioned concerns expressed by Congressional Democrats, some
Republican Members of Congress have expressed reservations about the Agreement, including its limitations
on ISDS, 16-year “sunset” provision, restrictive automotive rules of origin, and failure to remove the Section
232 tariffs on steel and aluminum from Canada and Mexico. At least one Senate Republican (Sen. Pat
Toomey (R-PA)) has said he will oppose the agreement on these grounds. In addition, Members of both
parties, including House Ways and Means Committee Ranking Member Kevin Brady (R-TX), have indicated
that they are unwilling to consider the USMCA unless the Section 232 tariffs on steel and aluminum from
Canada and Mexico are removed (something the administration thus far has been unwilling to do). On the
other hand, most Republicans are expected to support the Agreement, and Members of both parties will face
significant pressure from the business community and domestic constituencies to ensure its passage (both to
realize specific benefits of the Agreement and, more generally, to restore predictability to North American
trade relations).

Timing
A possible US Congressional vote on the USMCA is unlikely until at least the second half of 2019. The
statutory deadline for the US International Trade Commission to deliver its economic assessment of the
Agreement (not required before the implementing legislation is submitted, but viewed as a prerequisite for any
vote) is March 15, but it will likely be delayed due to the US government shutdown that occurred from
December 22, 2018, until January 25, 2019. Moreover, at least 30 days before submitting the implementing
legislation, the administration must submit to Congress its draft Statement of Administrative Action (SAA) for
the Agreement. Even assuming a highly ambitious timeline, wherein the ITC report and the implementing
legislation are submitted on March 14, a final Congressional vote on the implementing legislation would not be
required until approximately November 8, 2019 (i.e., 90 “in-session” days from the date of introduction, based
on the current House and Senate legislative schedules). Congress is free to expedite the process by voting
more quickly than the TPA timelines require, but it is not obligated (and may be reluctant) to do so, and
several Members of the Ways and Means Committee have expressed doubt that a vote can occur before
June 2019. If a USMCA vote is indeed delayed into the late summer or autumn of 2019, it may face even
greater political uncertainty due to the 2020 presidential election, which will be in full swing by that time.

Possibility of attempted US withdrawal from NAFTA
The uphill battle facing the USMCA in Congress has heightened concerns that President Trump may seek to
unilaterally notify Canada and Mexico of the United States’ withdrawal from NAFTA (pursuant to Article 2205
of that Agreement 3) in 2019 in an effort to force Congress to approve the USMCA during the six-month period
before the withdrawal takes effect. President Trump has publicly threatened to take such action, stating after
the signing of the USMCA that “I’ll be terminating [NAFTA] within a relatively short period of time…And so
Congress will have a choice of the USMCA or pre-NAFTA[.]” However, the president’s attempt to withdraw
from NAFTA without congressional consent would create major uncertainty for North American business, and
would likely engender widespread opposition from the business community and Members of Congress (some
of whom have warned publicly, in response to President Trump’s statements, that the President lacks the
authority to withdraw from NAFTA without congressional approval). Moreover, some within the administration
– including USTR Lighthizer – reportedly oppose the withdrawal strategy on the grounds that it would
decrease rather than increase the USMCA’s prospects for approval. Nevertheless, this scenario cannot be
ruled out, and is another source of uncertainty for North American and global supply chains in 2019.

3

Article 2205 provides that “[a] Party may withdraw from this Agreement six months after it provides written notice of
withdrawal to the other Parties. If a Party withdraws, the Agreement shall remain in force for the remaining Parties.”
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Section 232 Actions
US government actions under Section 232 of the Trade Expansion Act of 1962 (Section 232) will feature
prominently in 2019. Section 232 authorizes (1) the Bureau of Industry and Security (BIS) within the
Department of Commerce to investigate the effects of certain imports on US “national security” and to issue
findings and recommendations based thereupon; and (2) the President to negotiate agreements to limit or
restrict imports, or to “take such actions as the president deems necessary to adjust the imports of such article
so that such imports will not threaten or impair the national security.” The statute places no limit on the nature
of the restrictions or the height of tariffs.
Two Section 232 proceedings will be completed in 2019:
•

Automotive goods. The administration’s Section 232 investigation of automotive goods was initiated on
May 23, 2018 and is now close to being completed. Assuming the deadline for DOC’s final report is not
tolled due to the US government shutdown, it will be transmitted to the President by February 19, 2019
(270 days after initiation, as required by law). According to industry sources, the report, which had
undergone multiple revisions and interagency reviews, finds a national security threat and offers three
different recommendations for the President: (1) blanket tariff on autos and auto parts ranging from 20 –25
percent; (2) narrowly tailored tariffs on automated, connected, electric and shared (ACES) vehicle
technologies; and (3) a middle ground option between the first two options. A previous version included
only the blanket tariffs option. The release of the report and the President’s decision to take action could
depend on the status of ongoing US trade negotiations with Japan and the EU, the initiation of which
paused the United States’ imposition of any new tariffs. Canada and Mexico, meanwhile, negotiated a
substantial exception from any future Section 232 tariffs on their automotive exports through the USMCA.
Combined, these exemptions leave Korea and China as the largest automotive exporters to the United
States without some public assurance that their goods would not be subject to new trade restrictions.

•

Uranium. The Section 232 investigation of Uranium was initiated on July 18, 2018, and the final report is
due by April 22, 2019 (unless tolled). BIS has reportedly conducted site visits and issued surveys to
various US stakeholders. The outcome of the investigation is unclear, complicated by the unique nature of
the product, the lack of viable near-term domestic supplies, and the end-2019 expiration of US legal
measures (e.g., Agreement Suspending the Antidumping Investigation on Uranium From the Russian
Federation of 1992) that already restrict imports of uranium from Russia, one of the world’s largest
producers.

Although the shutdown created confusion as to whether the Section 232 deadlines will be tolled, it appears at
the time of this report’s publication that each will be transmitted to the President by its respective original
deadline, though neither DOC nor BIS has provided official public instructions on this point. Regardless of the
tolling issue, the administration may delay the public release of the reports until after the respective statutory
deadlines; for example, to keep the report on automotive imports from interfering with the early-March
deadline for a trade deal with China. Although the statute’s 270-day deadline for report delivery is firm, it is
murky as to when the report must be actually published: sections without classified or business proprietary
information must be published in the Federal Register, but there is no deadline for doing so. Along with each
report’s publication, the President might also delay any final measures until later in the year. The President
has 90 days from receipt of a Section 232 report to make a final determination as to whether he concurs with
the report’s findings and will take “action” (e.g., impose tariffs) to “adjust” the imports at issue. However, this
deadline may also be extended by an additional 180 days where the “action” is the negotiation of an
agreement which limits or restricts the subject imports. These provisions could extend Presidential action on
autos or uranium into late 2019.
Meanwhile, the steel and aluminum Section 232 tariffs, imposed in March 2018, remain in place, as does the
process for interested US parties to apply for and eventually receive an exclusion from the tariffs. Prior to the
US government shutdown, BIS had approved only 14,301 of 44,958 steel exclusion requests (denying 4,727
others) and only 1,191 of 6,159 aluminum requests (denying 205). In 2019, BIS will continue processing the
remaining exclusion requests and new requests (including those from applicants who received one-year
exclusions in 2018), but the substantial backlog is expected to worsen due to the shutdown. Although the
impact and administration of the tariffs and exclusions have been widely criticized, the President appears
committed to the measures for the foreseeable future. Indeed, the USMCA negotiations were widely expected
to end Section 232 tariffs on Mexican and Canadian steel and aluminum, but that has not yet happened. The
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EU has also repeatedly sought an exemption from the tariffs as a precondition for initiating bilateral FTA
negotiations, but the administration has given no indication of supporting that request.
Finally, a ruling from the Court of International Trade is expected in the coming weeks with respect to the
American Institute for International Steel (AIIS) challenge to Section 232 as an unconstitutional delegation of
Congress’ tariff powers under Article I, Section 8 of the US Constitution (American Institute for International
Steel, Inc. et al v. United States et al, Court No. 18-00152). Oral argument in that case took place in
December 2018 before a rare three-judge panel, and an opinion is expected as soon as February (though
there is no hard deadline for releasing the opinion). Regardless of the outcome, the opinion is widely expected
to be appealed, thus having little immediate impact on the current or pending Section 232 import restrictions.

Bilateral Trade Negotiations with Japan, the European Union, and the
United Kingdom
The Trump administration has notified Congress of its intention to negotiate bilateral trade agreements with
Japan, the EU, and the United Kingdom. The administration has indicated that it will seek to use the recently
completed USMCA as the “template” for much of these potential agreements, but many questions remain
about the timing, scope, and prospects for each negotiation. We discuss the outlook for each negotiation
below.

US-Japan Trade Agreement
Having published its negotiating objectives for the proposed US-Japan Trade Agreement on December 21,
2018, the Trump administration has completed the pre-notification requirements set forth in TPA and therefore
can begin formal trade negotiations with Japan. However, the parties have not yet begun formal negotiations,
nor have they announced a date on which they will do so. The formal launch of negotiations appears to have
been delayed in part by the recent US government shutdown, which caused USTR to furlough more than 70
percent of its staff. It is therefore unclear when formal negotiations between the two countries will begin, but
observers speculate that the implementation of competing trade agreements (i.e., the Comprehensive and
Progressive Agreement for Trans-Pacific Partnership (CPTPP) in December 2018 and EU-Japan Economic
Partnership Agreement (EPA) in February 2019) will motivate the Trump administration to move quickly –
especially given that the United States abandoned the CPTPP in 2017. It is therefore possible that the USJapan negotiations will begin in early 2019.
It remains unclear how the bilateral negotiations will be structured, including whether the negotiations in 2019
will be aimed at reaching an “early harvest” agreement covering only trade in goods or, alternatively, a
comprehensive FTA covering all the issues discussed in USTR’s negotiating objectives. The United States
has indicated that it might seek to conduct the negotiation in stages, beginning with an early harvest
agreement on trade in goods, but this approach would likely encounter opposition from certain Members of
Congress and US business groups who fear that their sectors might be abandoned once an early harvest is
achieved. It also is questionable whether such an approach would be deemed consistent with TPA and WTO
rules governing “interim agreements” and free trade areas, and whether the Japanese government will be
willing to participate in a staged negotiation.
Regardless of their structure, completing negotiations in 2019 on all of the issues contemplated by USTR’s
negotiating objectives will be difficult, and completing even an early harvest agreement on goods this year
could prove challenging. Though the USMCA and TPP texts overlap significantly and could serve as useful
templates in some areas, completing the negotiations quickly will be difficult given the broad range of issues
under discussion, the sizes of the US and Japanese economies and their importance in global trade, and the
long history of bilateral trade frictions in sensitive areas such as agriculture and automotive trade. Moreover,
controversial US proposals (e.g., for a “sunset” provision or limitations on Japanese automotive exports to the
United States) are expected to add further complexity to the negotiations. It is therefore questionable whether
any US-Japan agreement can be reached in 2019, and whether Japan will be able to secure a long-term
exemption from any potential Section 232 restrictions on automotive goods as a result. Senate Finance
Committee Chairman Chuck Grassley (R-IA) has expressed skepticism that a US-Japan trade agreement can
be completed in 2019.
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US-EU Trade Agreement
The United States and the EU agreed in 2018 to pursue formal bilateral trade negotiations, but the start of
these talks remains in limbo given major disagreements between the parties regarding their scope. In a joint
statement issued in July 2018 by President Trump and European Commission President Jean-Claude
Juncker, the two leaders agreed to pursue negotiations toward “zero tariffs, zero non-tariff barriers, and zero
subsidies on non-auto industrial goods,” as well as “to reduce barriers and increase trade in services,
chemicals, pharmaceuticals, medical products, as well as soybeans.” However, in January 2019, the two
parties issued significantly different negotiating objectives for the proposed trade agreement:
•

In keeping with the July 2018 joint communique, the EU negotiating mandates propose a narrow
negotiation that is limited to the elimination of tariffs for industrial goods and an agreement to facilitate the
mutual acceptance of conformity assessment results for industrial goods.

•

By contrast, the US negotiating objectives seek a comprehensive agreement covering trade in goods
(including agricultural products), services, government procurement and intellectual property that would be
similar in scope to the Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP) negotiations with the EU
that were placed “on hold” in 2016 at the end of the Administration of President Obama.

The EU has ruled out negotiating on trade in agriculture because of opposition from France and southern EU
member states to any reduction in the protection of EU farming. The United States, however, is aiming for
comprehensive market access for its agricultural exports in the EU market through the elimination of EU tariffs
and non-tariff barriers with a particular focus on changing EU sanitary and phytosanitary (SPS) measures that
are not based on scientific risk-assessment. Although the EU claims that President Trump agreed that the
negotiations should cover only industrial goods, the importance of the inclusion of trade in agriculture has
been emphasized repeatedly by United States’ farm lobbies and their allies in Congress. Chairman Grassley
has expressed serious doubt that a draft trade agreement with the EU that excluded agriculture would be
approved by the US Senate: “The notion that some people in the EU think there could be an agreement that
doesn’t address the many ways they block our good agricultural products from being sold in Europe is
ridiculous.” Given these differences and the political dynamics of both parties, it is unclear whether the parties
can reach agreement on the scope of the negotiations in 2019.
Some observers speculate that the Trump administration’s proposal to conduct the negotiations in
“stages” could allow the US and the EU to begin negotiations in 2019 without resolving the impasse over
agriculture. 4 They note that the parties could begin a bilateral negotiation for an agreement to eliminate tariffs
on industrial goods, as envisioned in the EU negotiating mandates, while leaving the remaining issues to be
addressed in subsequent stages. However, this approach would likely engender significant opposition from
the US agricultural community and other business groups, as well as Members of Congress, who fear that
agriculture and other priorities will not be addressed in the subsequent stages of the negotiation. Rep. Kevin
Brady recently expressed strong doubts about an early harvest agreement that excludes agriculture, stating
that “from the US standpoint I don't know how you make that sale at all.” Moreover, such an approach would
raise questions regarding the consistency of the “early harvest” agreement with TPA and WTO rules.
The impasse over the scope of the bilateral negotiations has heightened concerns that President Trump may
impose (or threaten to impose) Section 232 restrictions on automotive imports from the EU in 2019. Though
the United States assured the EU that it would be excluded from any such restrictions while the negotiations
are ongoing, President Trump could seek to use Section 232 tariffs, or at least the threat of such tariffs, as
leverage to pressure the EU to engage in negotiations on agriculture. The EU, for its part, has said it will
suspend negotiations if the United States imposes new Section 232 measures on EU goods, and EU trade
officials stated in January that the EU is prepared to impose retaliatory tariffs on US$22.7 billion of US goods
in response to any Section 232 measures on EU automotive goods. Thus, while the July 2018 statement by
Presidents Trump and Juncker was welcomed as a sign of improvement in US-EU trade relations, 2019
begins without much assurance that the current “truce” will hold, and with increasing concerns about the
prospect of further US Section 232 tariffs and EU retaliation on a larger scale than that which took place in
2018.

4

USTR’s negotiating objectives state that “[w]e may seek to pursue negotiations with the EU in stages, as appropriate,
but we will only do so based on consultations with Congress”, and do not elaborate further.
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US-UK Trade Agreement
The United States and the UK have announced their intention to start negotiations on a free trade agreement,
but the timing of those negotiations is still unclear because the UK’s draft Treaty of withdrawal from the EU
has not yet received parliamentary approval. For the time being other Brexit outcomes cannot be ruled out,
such as a “hard” Brexit, where the UK withdraws from the EU without an agreement or even a second
referendum on EU membership.
If the draft withdrawal Treaty is approved in the next few weeks, the UK is expected to leave the EU formally
on March 29, 2019. The UK will stay in the EU Customs Union and Single Market and be subject to EU trade
law for a transition period until December 2020 (extendable for one or two years until no later than December
2022). During the transition period, the UK can negotiate and ratify an FTA with the United States (and with
other third countries) although the agreement cannot enter into force until the transition period ends. At the
same time, the UK will negotiate its new trade agreement with the EU.
For the UK, conducting two such significant trade negotiations in parallel could prove challenging, particularly
where trade-offs between the two need to be made. The United States may face similar challenges, as its
planned bilateral negotiations with Japan (and possibly the EU) and its efforts to secure congressional
approval of the USMCA may constrain its ability to conduct simultaneous negotiations with the UK. Thus,
while the two countries may be able to launch formal trade negotiations in 2019, rapid progress appears
unlikely.

Congressional Trade Agenda
The 115th Congress generally took a passive approach to trade policy, reacting to (and at times criticizing) the
Trump administration’s aggressive unilateral trade actions but not asserting its Constitutional authority to
curtail them through legislation. This pattern should continue in 2019 despite Democrats assuming the
majority in the House of Representatives, unless certain unilateral actions by the Trump administration prompt
Congress to consider new limitations on the President’s trade authority. In particular, the potential application
of Section 232 tariffs to finished automobiles, or an attempt by President Trump to unilaterally withdraw the
United States from NAFTA, could cause Congress to consider legislation to prevent these actions and the
serious political and economic turmoil they would create.
Some Members already have introduced legislation in the new Congress that would curtail the President’s
authority to impose trade restrictions under Section 232. One such bill, the Bicameral Congressional Trade
Authority Act, would require the President to obtain Congressional approval before imposing import
restrictions under Section 232, and for any Section 232 actions imposed within the last four years (including
the steel and aluminum tariffs). In addition, it would clarify Section 232’s definition of “national security” and
limit the types of products that can be investigated under the law. The bill was introduced in the Senate by
Sens. Pat Toomey (R-PA) and Mark Warner (D-VA) and presently has nine Senate co-sponsors; Reps. Ron
Kind (D-WI) and Mike Gallagher (R-WI) have introduced an identical bill in the House. Although the bill
appears unlikely to advance in the near term, it or similar legislation could gain momentum should the Trump
administration announce plans for further significant trade restrictions under Section 232, particularly on
automobiles. A wide range of influential US business groups and think tanks have endorsed the bill, including
the US Chamber of Commerce and more than 40 organizations representing the retail, agriculture,
automotive, energy, and manufacturing sectors, among others. Following the bill’s introduction, a spokesman
for Chairman Grassley stated that the Senator “has said he supports some of the ideas being discussed by
members of the committee, but he hasn't endorsed any particular bill[.]”
By contrast, a small group of House Republicans has introduced legislation that seeks to expand the
President’s authority to impose tariffs. The legislation, entitled the “United States Reciprocal Trade Act,” would
authorize the President to increase US tariffs on a particular good upon determining that “the rate of duty
imposed by a foreign country with respect to [that good], when imported from the United States, is significantly
higher than the rate of duty imposed by the United States on that good, when imported from that country.” The
legislation would similarly authorize the President to increase US tariffs upon determining that the non-tariff
barriers applied by a foreign country with respect to that good “impose significantly higher burdens” than those
applied by the United States. White House Trade Advisor Peter Navarro reportedly assisted in the drafting of
the bill, which was introduced by Rep. Sean Duffy (R-WI) and has 18 Republican co-sponsors. It is very
unlikely that Congress will enact the legislation, however, as there is little congressional support in either Party
for further expanding the President’s trade authority. Chairman Grassley has rejected the proposal (stating
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that “[w]e ain’t gonna give [the President] any greater authority…We’ve already delegated too much”) as has
Ranking Member Wyden. US business groups also have expressed strong opposition to the bill, noting that it
would ignore the United States’ WTO obligations and invite retaliation against US exporters.
Other items on the congressional trade agenda this year will include consideration of the USMCA
implementing legislation, consultations with the Trump administration under TPA concerning the planned
bilateral negotiations with Japan, the EU, and the UK, and continued oversight of the administration’s Section
232 and Section 301 product exclusion processes. Primary responsibility for these activities will lie with the
House Ways and Means and Senate Finance Committees, both of which will have new leadership and
members in the 116th Congress, as discussed in greater detail below.

House Ways and Means Committee
The makeup of the House Ways and Means Committee has shifted significantly in the new Congress. The
Committee now comprises 25 Democrats and 14 Republicans, compared to 24 Republicans and 16
Democrats during the previous Congress. The incoming Democratic majority on the Committee generally has
been less supportive of trade liberalization measures than its Republican predecessors: for example, just five
of the 19 Democratic Members on the Committee who were present for the 2015 vote on TPA voted in favor
the legislation, even though a Democrat (Obama) was president at the time. By contrast, all 24 Republican
Members of the Committee in 2015 voted for TPA. The full list of Members of the House Ways and Means
Committee for the 116th Congress is provided in the table below.
House Ways and Means Committee Members, 116th Congress
Democratic Members (25)
Richard Neal, Chair (MA)
John Lewis (GA)
Lloyd Doggett (TX)
Mike Thompson (CA)
John Larson (CT)
Earl Blumenauer (OR)
Ron Kind (WI)
Bill Pascrell (NJ)
Danny Davis (IL)
Linda Sanchez (CA)
Brian Higgins (NY)
Terri Sewell (AL)
Suzan DelBene (WA)
Judy Chu (CA)
Gwen Moore (WI)
Dan Kildee (MI)
Brendan Boyle (PA)
Don Beyer (VA)
Dwight Evans (PA)
Brad Schneider (IL)
Tom Suozzi (NY)
Jimmy Panetta (CA)
Stephanie Murphy (FL)
Jimmy Gomez (CA)
Steven Horsford (NV)

TPA
2015
Vote
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
NA
NA
NA
NA
N
NA
NA

Republican Members (14)
Kevin Brady, Ranking Member (TX)
Devin Nunes (CA)
Vern Buchanan (FL)
Adrian Smith (NE)
Kenny Marchant (TX)
Tom Reed (NY)
Mike Kelly (PA)
George Holding (NC)
Jason Smith (MO)
Tom Rice (SC)
David Schweikert (AZ)
Jackie Walorski (IN)
Darin LaHood (IL)
Brad Wenstrup (OH)

TPA
2015
Vote
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
NA
Y

Note: Bold indicates Members of Subcommittee on Trade; italics indicates
Chairman/Ranking Member of Subcommittee on Trade; “NA” indicates that the Member did
not vote on TPA 2015

The new Ways and Means Committee Chairman, Rep. Richard Neal (D-MA), has a mixed record on trade
issues, having voted for some FTAs (KORUS, Panama, Peru) while opposing others (Colombia, DR-CAFTA,
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NAFTA) and the 2002 and 2015 iterations of TPA. Chairman Neal has criticized the Trump administration’s
execution of some of its more controversial trade actions (e.g., the trade dispute with China and the Section
232 tariffs on steel and aluminum), but has been less critical of the underlying policies. For example, he
described the Trump administration’s initial Section 301 tariffs on Chinese goods as “substantial and
aggressive enforcement actions” that “can be an important tool in re-setting the US-China trade and economic
dynamic,” expressing concern only about “the apparent lack of coherence in the Administration’s approach”
with China. In January 2019, he discouraged the administration from lifting the Section 301 tariffs in exchange
for “a quick and easy deal” with China. Regarding the Section 232 tariffs on steel and aluminum, he stated
that the measures “could, if implemented and designed thoughtfully, bring about a recovery of US steel and
aluminum production,” though he later criticized their application to imports from Canada, Mexico, and the EU.
These comments suggest at least some alignment with the Trump administration’s approach to trade policy.
Chairman Neal has not identified trade policy as a priority for the Committee in 2019, focusing instead on
other issues such as tax and infrastructure policy. He has not yet taken a position on the USMCA, stating
upon its signing that “I will continue to scrutinize the details of this deal...My assessment will focus on the
content of the commitments that have been put on paper and whether those commitments, especially on
worker rights and environmental protections, are enforceable[.]”

Senate Finance Committee
The makeup of the Senate Finance Committee remains largely unchanged from the previous Congress. It will
comprise of 15 Republicans and 13 Democrats (compared to 14 Republicans and 13 Democrats in the
previous Congress). Sen. Grassley has assumed the Chairmanship following the retirement of Sen. Orrin
Hatch (R-UT). Like his predecessor, Chairman Grassley has largely been supportive of trade liberalization
during his career and has been critical of the Trump administration’s actions under Section 301 and Section
232. At the same time, he has occasionally expressed openness to the Trump administration’s use of
unilateral trade actions as negotiating “leverage.” For example, Chairman Grassley has made the following
statements regarding the 2019 trade agenda:
•

Regarding Section 232, he stated that “I do not believe that we should alienate our allies with tariffs
disguised as national security protections,” and that “I strongly disagree with the notion that imports of
steel and aluminum, automobiles, and auto parts somehow could pose a national security threat. I intend
to review the President's use of power under Section 232 of the Trade Act of 1962[.]” He also referred to a
bill introduced by Sen. Rob Portman (R-OH) to narrow the President’s Section 232 authority as “a prudent
starting point for the discussion we need to have on Section 232 authority in the next Congress.” On the
other hand, he stated that the President’s threat to impose tariffs on EU automotive goods under Section
232 “may be an effective tool” and is “probably the only thing that will bring Europe to the table in a
reasonable way” to negotiate a trade agreement with the United States involving agricultural market
access.

•

Regarding the USMCA, he stated that he will “continue to work with the Trump administration toward
implementation [of the Agreement]” and that “I’m committed to working with the Administration to ensure
that US farmers, ranchers and businesses face minimal uncertainty from updating NAFTA.” On the other
hand, he subsequently stated that if Congressional Democrats insist that the USMCA be renegotiated, “I
would encourage the president to pull out of NAFTA and hope that they're smart enough to not let that
happen[.]”

•

Regarding the US-China dispute, he stated that “I’m not fond of the Section 301 tariffs on products from
China, but I agree with the reasons they’ve been applied. I’ll continue to engage with the Administration on
the ongoing trade dispute with China in hopes that negotiations will result in a change in China’s
discriminatory policies and practices and an easing of tariffs and tensions.”

The comments have raised questions about the extent to which the Finance Committee under Chairman
Grassley’s leadership will serve as a check on the Trump administration’s trade actions.
The full list of Members of the Senate Finance Committee for the 116th Congress is provided in the table
below. Notably, the Membership of the Senate Finance Subcommittee on International Trade, Customs and
Global Competitiveness has doubled to 20 Members in the 116th Congress. The expanded membership likely
reflects a heightened interest in trade policy among Members of Congress and their constituents, brought
about by the recent changes in trade policy under the Trump administration.
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Senate Finance Committee Members, 116th Congress
Republican Members (15)
Grassley, Chuck (IA), Chair
Crapo, Mike (ID)
Roberts, Pat (KS)
Enzi, Michael B. (WY)
Cornyn, John (TX)
Thune, John (SD)
Burr, Richard (NC)
Isakson, Johnny (GA)
Portman, Rob (OH)
Toomey, Patrick J. (PA)
Scott, Tim (SC)
Cassidy, Bill (LA)
Lankford, James (OK)
Daines, Steve (MT)
Young, Todd (IN)

TPA
2015
Vote
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y*

Democratic Members (13)
Wyden, Ron (OR), Ranking Member
Stabenow, Debbie (MI)
Cantwell, Maria (WA)
Menendez, Robert (NJ)
Carper, Thomas R. (DE)
Cardin, Benjamin L. (MD)
Brown, Sherrod (OH)
Bennet, Michael F. (CO)
Casey, Robert P. (PA)
Warner, Mark R. (VA)
Whitehouse, Sheldon (RI)
Hassan, Margaret Wood (NH)
Cortez Masto, Catherine (NV)

TPA
2015
Vote
Y
N
Y
NA
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
NA
NA

Note: Bold indicates expected Members of Subcommittee on Trade; italics indicates
expected Chairman/Ranking Member of Subcommittee on Trade; “NA” indicates that
the Member did not vote on TPA 2015
*Voted yes as a House Member.

WTO Dispute Settlement and Negotiations
Looking to the year ahead, the WTO faces challenges on multiple fronts. The organization’s Dispute
Settlement Body (DSB) will face several systemic tests in 2019. The first of these is the viability of the
Appellate Body (AB). Due to the retirement of previous AB members and the continued refusal of the United
States to appoint new ones before its concerns over the AB are addressed by the WTO Membership, there
are only three sitting members on the AB. Unless WTO Members can agree to appoint new members, this
number will fall to one by December 2019 – at which point the AB will no longer be able to function. At the end
of 2018, the EU, China, India and nine other WTO Members proposed modifications to the Dispute Settlement
Understanding (DSU) that would, in their view, provide solutions to all of the issues on which the United States
has criticized the functioning of the AB for the past 12 months; the United States, however, rejected all
elements of the proposal. Some observers believe that the United States may have already decided to put the
AB out of business at the end of 2019, and that it has no intention before then of engaging with other
Members to try to correct the AB practices about which it has complained.
Moreover, it is possible that the crisis over the AB’s functioning will come to a head sooner than December.
The Chinese AB Member, Zhao Hong, may have to recuse herself from any appeal involving China, and three
such appeals could arise in in the first half of 2019: DS511, in which the United States has challenged China’s
agricultural subsidies for wheat, rice and corn as exceeding China’s domestic agricultural support limits;
DS517, in which the United States has challenged China’s tariff rate quotas for certain agricultural products as
being inconsistent with China’s obligations in the GATT and in its Protocol of Accession; and DS516, in which
China has challenged the EU’s use of non-market price comparison methodologies in its anti-dumping
investigations against China. If appeals were made but were unable to proceed in these cases, the DSB
would not be able to consider adoption of the dispute panel reports and the dispute settlement system could
potentially enter a “no-man’s land” of uncertainty.
An additional systemic challenge in the DSB concerns prospective developments in a series of disputes
concerning national security and trade. The Panel Report in DS512, which concerns Russian measures on
traffic in transit from Ukraine through Russia to third countries, is expected in the first quarter of 2019. The
Members who have filed disputes against the United States concerning its Section 232 measures on steel and
aluminum have all requested the establishment of a panel in their respective disputes, and composition and
selection will likely prove controversial. Likewise, a panel has been established (but not yet composed) in
Qatar’s case against Saudi Arabia over IP rights, and composed in Qatar’s case against the United Arab
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Emirates regarding the same. All of these cases could test the limits of the DSB, as Members are expected to
make arguments related to national security and may invoke Article XXI of the GATT (or its parallel provisions
in other WTO Agreements) – long considered the “third rail” of WTO dispute settlement. Additionally, in the
first half of January, Venezuela requested consultations with the United States in DS574, which concerns US
sanctions against it – suggesting that disputes over national security-related trade measures may continue to
dominate discussion.
In addition, the panel report in China’s dispute with the EU over “non-market economy” (NME) treatment of
China in anti-dumping investigations (DS516) is expected in the first half of 2019. USTR Lighthizer has
warned that a WTO ruling in China’s favor on the issue of NME treatment would be “cataclysmic for the WTO”
– a statement interpreted by some as a threat that such a ruling would cause the United States to withdraw
from the WTO.
In terms of negotiations, some progress is possible, albeit in modest increments. More than 70 countries,
including the United States, China, the EU, and Japan, have announced their intention to pursue plurilateral
negotiations in the realm of e-commerce. The key areas for discussion include the freedom of data flows
across borders and bringing an end to data localization requirements. Separately, some WTO Members are
seeking to expand disciplines on services, particularly by updating the provisions of the General Agreement
on Trade in Services (GATS) regarding domestic regulation of services, with the aim of providing outcomes by
the 2020 WTO Ministerial Conference in Astana, Kazakhstan. On the multilateral front, negotiations over
fisheries subsidies are expected to continue, with the twin issues of (1) special and differential treatment for
developing countries and (2) defining the scope of subsidies subject to such disciplines as the major issues in
these discussions. Finally, despite the proposals by some Members to reform the WTO in 2018 (e.g., with
respect to agricultural and industrial subsidies, state-owned enterprises, etc.), Members appear to be far away
from finding common ground on which to start a serious discussion, let alone an eventual negotiation, on
elements of WTO reform. Director-General Roberto Azevêdo will continue to hold consultations on the subject
in 2019, but it appears doubtful that Members will be able to forge agreement around a single agenda in the
near future.

Conclusion
Uncertainty about the United States’ trade policies and the future of the multilateral trading system will likely
persist throughout 2019. Congressional debate over the USMCA is likely to be contentious and could last late
into the year, leaving businesses unsure of the rules that will govern future trade and investment in North
America. The United States and China might reach a preliminary agreement in March to pause their trade
dispute, but permanent cancellation of the United States’ planned tariff increase might not come until much
later and could be contingent on China’s implementation of policy reforms, which is not guaranteed. There are
many unanswered questions about the scope and structure of the planned bilateral negotiations with Japan,
the EU, and the UK, but it appears doubtful they will be completed in 2019, and negotiations with Japan and
the EU in particular are expected to be contentious. In addition, the outcome of the Trump administration’s
Section 232 investigation of automotive goods might not be known until late in the year, and there is potential
for new trade restrictions and foreign retaliation on a scale much larger than that which resulted from the steel
and aluminum investigations. At the same time, the WTO dispute settlement system will face unprecedented
challenges, including the potential inability to resolve disputes in which appeals are brought. It is unclear how
such a crisis might be resolved, but a solution is unlikely to come quickly or easily. Thus, while some progress
is possible this year, the trade policy environment is likely to remain challenging for businesses, governments,
and global supply chains.
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